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Introduction

The Australian Federal class action regime, contained in Part IVA of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1976 (Cth) (Part IVA), commenced operation in March 1992 and largely (but not entirely) reflected recommendations made by the Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) in 1988.¹ Part IVA was intended to provide for the efficient resolution of multiple claims sharing common issues, increase access to justice for small claimants and safeguard the interests of group members and respondents alike.²

Through two decades of operation, a number of complications have emerged which were either not anticipated or not sufficiently appreciated at the time the class action procedure was designed and which have limited the extent to which Part IVA has fulfilled its original goals.³

First, the Part IVA model reflected a number of policy decisions, some of which have worked well and others of which (such as the decision to omit a certification process) require revisiting. Second, lacunae in the legislation have been exposed which have required judges to develop ad hoc solutions from case to case. This patchwork process of procedural development is unsatisfactory and has diminished the certainty and consistency that parties should rightly expect of a class action regime. Finally, as the regime was designed at a time when third party litigation financing (TPLF) was prohibited, it is ill-adapted to deal with the conflicts of interest that funding may create between and among the funder, the funded parties, the unfunded class members and the lawyers for the class.

Part IVA has remained virtually unchanged since it was enacted, and the time is now due for review and reform of this model. This paper addresses a number of areas in which the class action system could be improved. These include:

- **Class certification:** The decision not to include a class certification process has failed the test of time. The introduction of such a procedure would reduce costs, reduce the risk of inappropriate actions and safeguard the interests of group members and respondents.⁴

- **Commonality:** A certification standard which requires that a class action could proceed only where common questions
of law or fact predominate over any questions affecting only individual members would result in the more efficient use of the class action process.

- **Class closure:** Australian class actions follow the “opt-out” model, in which claimants who meet the group definition are included unless they take affirmative steps to be excluded. Australian courts have yet to develop a coherent position on when and how a class should or can be “closed” so that all parties know the identity (and number) of group members. A mechanism that encourages opt-out and class closure at the earliest possible opportunity would increase certainty and facilitate settlement.

- **Competing actions:** Parallel and competing class actions in respect of the same subject matter complicate proceedings and settlement, inconsistent with the economic efficiency rationale for class actions. Consideration of the consolidation of parallel proceedings should be required at an early stage.

- **Scrutiny of settlements:** The rules that govern judicial approval of settlements are uncertain and largely discretionary. There should be greater clarity about the approach to be adopted by courts in approving settlements and, in particular, their powers to approve settlements which go beyond common issues and extinguish the rights of class members.

“I don’t just consider myself to be a street sweeper. I want to know what’s really lying around and whether people’s interests or rights are being affected”

— Justice Jessup, Judge of the Federal Court of Australia
• **Discovery:** A huge burden and cost is imposed upon respondents in providing discovery in relation to class actions. As has been done in relation to certain commercial disputes, the obligation to provide discovery in relation to the substantive issues in the proceedings should not be imposed upon respondents to class actions until after the applicants have filed both a statement of claim and supporting evidence. This would enable disputes to be narrowed, or settled, before the burdensome and expensive task of discovery is undertaken and would eliminate speculative class actions.

• **Funding by lawyers:** TPLF is increasingly used in class actions in Australia. The funding of class actions through lawyer-owned TPLF vehicles is, however, controversial in Australia given the present prohibition on contingency fees. Regulation is required to ensure that the prohibition is not circumvented through a corporate or trust funding vehicle.

These reforms could be carried out either by targeted amendments or as part of a broader and more comprehensive review and reform of class action procedure in Australia. In either case, the implementation of such reforms would ensure that class action regimes live up to the original objectives: providing an efficient class action procedure, which increases claimants’ access to justice while protecting all parties from the dangers of inappropriate or abusive actions.
Class Certification

Unlike nearly every other class action regime around the world (whether proposed or implemented), Australia’s Federal class action procedure has no requirement that there be a preliminary certification hearing at which the Court determines whether the proceeding is suitable to proceed as a class action.

The ALRC recommended against the inclusion of a certification procedure on the basis that it would introduce additional costs and would be unnecessary in light of other proposed safeguards. Those justifications have not been borne out by the operation of Part IVA, and the decision not to include a certification procedure is considered by some as “an experiment [which] has been singularly unsuccessful.”

To reduce costs and delay while protecting group members and respondents alike from the dangers of inappropriate actions, a certification procedure should be introduced into Australian class action regimes.

The Current Formal Requirements of a Class Action

At present, the threshold requirements to the commencement of a class action under Part IVA are that:

- there must be a claim by seven or more persons, and the claims must be against the same person;
- the claims must arise out of the same, similar or related circumstances; and
- there must be a substantial common issue of law or fact.

Further, the only additional matters that must be laid out in the originating pleading for a class action, as compared to unitary proceedings, are that it must:

- describe or otherwise identify the group members to whom the proceeding relates;
- specify the nature of the claims made on behalf of the group members and the relief claimed; and
- specify the questions of law or fact common to the claims of the group members.

Under the present class action model, the onus (and the cost risk) of challenging non-compliance with any formal requirement rests with the respondent.
What is Certification?

Under the U.S. Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (U.S. Rules), litigation may proceed as a class action only if, as a threshold matter:

(a) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable (numerosity);

(b) there are questions of law or fact common to the class (commonality);

(c) the claims of the representative parties are typical of the claims of the class (typicality); and

(d) the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class (adequacy).

In addition to those criteria, the U.S. Rules also require that one of the three following conditions is satisfied:

(a) the prosecution of separate actions risks either inconsistent adjudications which would establish incompatible standards of conduct for the defendants or would as a practical matter be dispositive of the interests of others;

(b) defendants have acted or refused to act on grounds generally applicable to the class; or

(c) there are common questions of law or fact that predominate over any individual class member’s questions, and that a class action is superior to other methods of adjudication.

The third type of class action is most directly comparable to the Part IVA regime. While generally speaking these requirements reflect considerations similar to the Australian class action regime, as outlined above, under the U.S. Rules:

- the applicant bears the onus of satisfying the Court that all requirements have been met; and

- the Court must determine whether to certify the proceeding as a class action “at an early practicable time” after filing.

A certification order must:

(a) define the class and the class claims and issues; and

(b) appoint class counsel.

Empirical studies in the United States have been reported as showing certification rates of between 56 and 67 percent, with certification rates decreasing in cases where defendants challenged the certification motion. There is real value in having a structured and formal occasion on which the class action is subject to scrutiny, such as is provided by the U.S. certification system.

The ALRC’s Rationale For Not Having a Certification Process

In assessing certification, U.S. federal courts exercise a high degree of oversight at an early initial stage of the proceeding to ensure that it progresses efficiently going forward. The two main purposes of a certification hearing are to ensure that:

(a) the criteria for commencing a class action have been fulfilled; and

(b) the interests of the group members will be adequately protected by the representative applicant and adequately represented by counsel.
In considering whether or not to include a certification procedure in its proposed model, the ALRC acknowledged these purposes but considered that they would be sufficiently addressed by other safeguards. Specifically, the ALRC noted that:

- the respondent could seek to strike out the proceedings if the criteria for commencing a class action were not fulfilled in a particular case, or seek orders that the proceeding not continue as a class action;
- group members could, upon receiving notice of the proceedings, opt out of proceedings or could seek to remove the representative applicant if they believed that their interests were not being adequately represented; and
- the Court can exercise its own discretion to prevent an abuse of process.

In these circumstances, the ALRC considered that certification hearings (and appeals therefrom) would involve unnecessary cost and delay, and therefore made no recommendation for a certification procedure.

The ALRC’s reasoning has not found favour with other law reform bodies, who have subsequently considered this issue, all of whom have been unwilling to implement a class action regime without a certification process.

A Failed Experiment

**COST AND DELAY**

Far from avoiding costs and delay, the absence of a certification process has instead increased the costs and delay involved in representative proceedings. As noted by Professor Mulheron:

“Litigation under Pt IVA has been mired in numerous interlocutory applications about issues that could better have been addressed at a certification hearing.”

To similar effect, Justice Finkelstein noted that:

“Experience of class actions suggests that the absence of a certification process is itself the cause of numerous interlocutory applications with resultant expense and delay.”

The proliferation of interlocutory applications has, to a large extent, been the product of deficiencies in the drafting of pleadings by representative applicants. The existence of an early and mandatory certification hearing at which the pleadings would be scrutinised before the proceeding was allowed to continue as a class action, would ensure that representative claims are properly pleaded at the outset. The result thereby would avoid a process in which pleadings are repeatedly redrafted to satisfy deficiencies identified in a series of costly and time-consuming challenges by respondents.
Some claims have been commenced on little more than a wing and a prayer, barely meeting the basic requirements under Part IVA, in the hope that their case will be improved or supplemented at the discovery stage. For example:

- In 2009, a claim was commenced within 10 days of major bushfires in Victoria—well before any Royal Commission findings. More than two years later, it was brought to the Court’s attention that the proceedings had been commenced without the authority of the named applicant. While the Court permitted the claim to proceed under an alternative representative applicant, group members had their entitlement to interest restricted and the law firm involved was liable for costs up to that point.26

- In October 2013, a shareholder class action was filed against Leighton Holdings Limited, one day after media reports concerning the conduct of certain of its officers. The respondent sought to have the pleading struck out for reasons, including the failure to properly plead the definition of the group on whose behalf the claim was brought and the time at which their loss arose (based on the numerous alleged non-disclosures). The applicant resisted the application on the basis that the events and circumstances surrounding each event of non-disclosure giving rise to the different claims of group members were in the respondent’s knowledge, and sought discovery to ascertain “when (if ever) the market ... was properly informed.” While the respondent succeeded in having the pleading struck out, the Court indicated that it would have rejected such a discovery request as “fishing for a cause of action” and therefore impermissible.27

As the Court has rightly stated, it is not to the point that a pleading complies with the requirements of the Federal Court of Australia Act 1974 (Cth) (the Act), including Part IVA, because the group is comprised of seven or more persons, including the representative applicant, with claims against the respondent arising out of one or more events: “[s]omething more than technical compliance is necessary.”28 As such, compliance with the requirements of the class action regime is a matter of substance not form, and should properly be the subject of Court scrutiny in each class action with the onus on the representative applicant.
PROTECTION OF GROUP MEMBERS

The ALRC’s position was that adequate representation of group members by the representative applicant is ensured by the group members’ right to opt out of the proceedings (under s 33J) and by their right to apply to substitute the representative applicant (under s 33T). Unfortunately, this has not been borne out by experience.

As a practical matter, most absent claimants are completely unaware of the proceeding when it is initiated. Even if they know about it, it is unrealistic to expect that most group members, who may have small claims and/or limited resources, will be able to effectively monitor and scrutinise the applicant’s conduct on their behalf in order to determine whether or not to opt out. It is even more unrealistic to suggest that all but a handful of group members would ever be willing or able to take the drastic step of making a formal application to have the representative applicant removed. Indeed, we are unaware of any applications for the substitution of a representative applicant brought by a dissatisfied group member, indicative of the natural concern they may hold that such an application would be detrimental to the success of the class action as a whole.29 The class action procedure was designed to advance the interests of those who cannot otherwise afford to take individual legal action in order to protect their interests, and the suggestion that such group members can adequately protect their interests in class actions by taking significant steps in those proceedings is illogical.

The need for a certification hearing at which the Court can assess whether the applicant will be able to adequately represent the interests of group members is all the greater given the involvement of TPLF providers. Ordinarily, a Court can rely “on the congruence of [group members’] interests with those of the representatives as the incentive for effective representation” because “the self-interest of the representative... drives the active party.”30 This assumes, however, that the representative applicant (and not their lawyer or their funder) is in fact “the active party.” Where the representative applicant has contracted away a degree of control of the proceedings to a funder or has otherwise been chosen by the funder (or their lawyer) on the basis that they are likely to be compliant or deferential, congruence of interest provides little assurance of effective representation.

“As a practical matter, most absent claimants are completely unaware of the proceeding when it is initiated. Even if they know about it, it is unrealistic to expect that most group members, who may have small claims and/or limited resources, will be able to effectively monitor and scrutinise the applicant’s conduct on their behalf in order to determine whether or not to opt out.”
The insertion of a certification procedure into Part IVA would provide an early opportunity at which the appropriateness of the representative applicant could be scrutinised, and conflicts between group member interests identified. This would deter funders and class action lawyers from deliberately selecting applicants with small claims and few resources in the expectation that they will not in fact play an active role in the conduct of proceedings.

Several recent decisions provide further support for a model in which potential sources of conflict are identified and considered at the beginning rather than at the end of proceedings so as to best protect the interests of group members. For example:

(a) In May 2013, the Court declined to approve a settlement made by the representative applicant in the Vioxx litigation for reasons including that the settlement failed to differentiate adequately between the respective strengths of group member claims. Significantly, the representative applicant, Mr. Peterson, had failed to make out his own individual claims as he exhibited independent risk factors for heart attacks. Notwithstanding this, under the proposed settlement he entered into with the respondent pharmaceutical company, $2,000 would be paid to living group members (including Mr. Peterson) and $1,500 to the estates of deceased group members, provided that they could establish that they suffered heart attacks (or sudden cardiac death) within a certain period of consuming Vioxx tablets. For those, like Mr. Peterson, who exhibited independent risk factors for heart attacks, the settlement would represent a windfall taken at the expense of those with more deserving claims. Further, a term of the settlement was that the respondent would waive any entitlement to costs as against Mr. Peterson. In the course of the approval hearing, Justice Jessup expressed scepticism about the fairness of the settlement scheme: “I don’t just consider myself to be a street sweeper.”

(b) In August 2013, the corporate regulator, the Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC), successfully challenged a first instance (trial) decision approving the settlement of a class action against Macquarie Bank in relation to the collapse of Storm Financial. In those proceedings, no TPLF provider was involved; rather, a number of group members funded the proceedings. The Full Federal Court found that allocation of 35 percent of the settlement sum to those funding group members (which included the representative applicant) as a “funder’s premium” (in addition to their individual recoveries), in circumstances where the funding group members had contributed varying amounts to fund the class action, was neither fair nor reasonable. The Court did not state that the provision of a differential return to funding group members would never be fair and reasonable. Rather, it stated that on the fact of this case the differential allocation, in circumstances where the claims made by all group members were relevantly identical, was not fair and reasonable given that:
(i) group members were not given an equal opportunity to share in the premium, with this inequality being heightened by the *ex post* offer of highly attractive terms to the small group of funding group members after the settlement was announced; and

(ii) the calculation of the 35 percent premium by reference to success fees taken by TPLF funders was not justifiable.32

A certification hearing—in which the Court would be required to determine whether the named applicant could adequately represent all group members—would necessarily involve the consideration of potential sources of conflict and would provide a convenient occasion to determine what, if any, steps need be taken to address such conflicts.33

What Form Should a Certification Process Take?

A certification hearing should occur at an early stage of proceedings. Before the Court certifies that a proceeding may continue as a class action, the Court should be satisfied that:

(a) the threshold requirements to the commencement of a class action have been complied with;

(b) the pleaded allegations are not deficient and have a proper basis as a matter of substantive law—i.e., the representative applicant is not “fishing” for a cause of action;

(c) the representative applicant(s) and their legal representatives can represent appropriately the interests of all group members;

(d) the questions of law or fact common to group members predominate over any questions affecting only individual members (discussed further in the following section); and

(e) a representative proceeding will provide the most efficient and effective means of dealing with the claims of group members.

In light of the significant powers wielded by a representative applicant to determine outcomes for group members and the impact a class action can have on the rights of non-party group members, the onus of establishing each of these matters should be on the applicant.

The introduction of a certification step could eliminate many of the interlocutory applications which currently beset class action proceedings, as well as deal with competing class actions (see further below). In their place would be a structured occasion on which key issues concerning the legitimacy and conduct of proceedings could be determined and the interests of group members safeguarded from inadequate representation.
Commonality

The “commonality” threshold that must be met in order to commence a representative proceeding in Australia is much less stringent than the criteria in foreign jurisdictions. This has allowed representative proceedings to be commenced where the applicant is not well suited to represent the interests of group members. A more robust commonality criterion would ensure that representative proceedings are used only where it is efficient to do so and would promote better representation of group members’ interests.

The Current Position

The current legislation allows a representative proceeding to be commenced in respect of claims arising out of the same or similar circumstances which give rise “to a substantial common issue of law or fact”. As interpreted by the High Court, the criterion that a common issue be “substantial” requires only that the issue be “real” in the sense of being not trivial, nominal or ephemeral. Perhaps counter-intuitively, it does not require that the issue be major or of any particular significance to the resolution of the claims of group members.

Without question, there will be cases in which the determination of one common issue has great power in substantially disposing of group members’ claims, such as resolution of the cause of the bushfire in the numerous class actions relating to the Victorian fires of 2009. In other actions, however, where the common issue on which the legitimacy of the whole class action hangs—while “real”—will have little effect on the determination of each group member’s claim, there is a real question as to whether the use of the class action mechanism is the most appropriate method of adjudication of those claims.

This stands in contrast to the position under the U.S. Rules which, in addition to the threshold requirements discussed previously, provides that class actions seeking monetary relief may only be maintained if the Court finds that the common questions predominate over individual questions and that a class action is superior to other available methods for fairly and efficiently adjudicating the controversy. What this really means is that the claims should be susceptible to being proved using class-wide proof—that
is, proof that is uniformly applicable to all group members. If the addition of a group member means that different proof would be needed to prove that person’s claim at trial, then the predominance requirement is not satisfied.37

“In other actions, however, where the common issue on which the legitimacy of the whole class action hangs—while ‘real’—will have little effect on the determination of each group member’s claim, there is a real question as to whether the use of the class action mechanism is the most appropriate method of adjudication of those claims.”

While the Federal Court currently has power under the Act to order that a proceeding not continue as a representative proceeding where it finds that the representative proceeding will not provide an efficient means of dealing with the claims of group members,38 in practice that power has been employed only rarely. In addition, since the High Court’s clarification as to the extent of commonality required, respondents have had a diminishing degree of success in challenging the conduct of proceedings as a class action.39

Difficulties Caused By the Current Test

The low “commonality” threshold that must be met to commence a representative proceeding has facilitated the expansion of representative proceedings in Australia.

INEFFICIENT USE OF REPRESENTATIVE PROCEEDINGS

The representative proceeding procedure was intended to promote the efficient use of Court resources by avoiding a multiplicity of proceedings and to provide access to justice for those with claims that may be uneconomic to run individually.

Representative proceedings in which common issues do not predominate over individual issues can frustrate rather than promote these ends. In such cases, even if the representative applicant succeeds in relation to some or all common issues, individual trials are nevertheless necessary to resolve major elements of group members’ claims, including establishing the element of causation, the need to establish individual reliance, and calculating loss and damage.
The problems posed by the low “commonality” threshold currently in force were well illustrated by the Vioxx class action. The proceedings commenced in 2006. In 2008, the respondent applied for an order under section 33N that the proceeding not continue as a representative proceeding on the grounds that it would not provide an efficient and effective means of dealing with claims of group members. That application was rejected, and the matter proceeded to trial. After a lengthy and expensive trial and appeal, the applicant established, as a common issue, that the respondent was negligent in failing to warn of the risk that Vioxx could contribute to the onset of heart attacks. Importantly, however, the finding of negligence and the findings on other common issues relating to claims made under the Trade Practices Act 1974 (Cth) did not provide group members with an entitlement to relief as the question of liability to each group member still turned on factors that are unique to that individual.

As the trial judge noted:

“In a number of important respects, my determination of the applicant’s claim in this proceeding will have consequences for the claims of the other group members. There are, however, many respects in which it will not.”

In order to take any benefit from the common issue finding, a group member would need to establish that the consumption of Vioxx caused a heart attack in their individual case and that it would not have done so had a proper warning been given. Mr. Peterson, the representative applicant, failed to establish his personal claim entirely.

It has now been almost six years since the proceedings were commenced and almost two years since the common questions were finally resolved. There has been no indication that any group member will attempt to pursue an individual claim, and a settlement proposal has been rejected by the Court (see further below). The lawyers for the class, Slater & Gordon, have written off approximately $10 million of costs incurred in representing the applicant, and it would be reasonable to assume that the respondent incurred costs of a similar amount in defending the proceedings. Vast amounts of the Court’s time and of the parties’ resources have been expended with little, if anything, to show for it.

In a rare decision upholding the respondent’s complaint, the Court ordered that the Bell Potter class action go forward other than as a representative proceeding some two years after the proceeding was commenced. In these proceedings, Bell Potter was sued based on allegations arising out of its dealings as a stockbroker and, in particular, in relation to broking activities concerning a listed company’s stock. Bell Potter was alleged to have made representations and recommendations about the value of the company’s shares, both orally (in various statements alleged to have been made separately to a number of group members over the period) and in writing (in at least ten separate “Company Update” reports issued by the stockbroker over the period). In ordering that the proceeding no longer continue under Part IVA, the Court stated that, given the factual matrix of the case, involving 282 separate alleged share transactions for all group members and the large number of separate representations, there was such a lack of commonality of issues that any
determination of the representative applicant’s claim would “offer no real guide as to how the balance of the claims by the Claimants would be determined were they to proceed to be determined individually.”

In this case, the Court subsequently allowed the proceeding to continue with 43 group members as named applicants, as well as 25 other persons who were not formerly group members, and refused a later application by the applicants to reconstitute it as a class action. While the end result may be the same as would have occurred if a “predominance” test applied, it was reliant on the respondent making a formal application and took more than three years from commencement for the proceeding to be constituted in a way that it can now proceed.

Both cases illustrate that plaintiffs’ lawyers and litigation funders prefer the class action regime over more traditional procedures for determining or grouping related claims, such as multi-applicant proceedings. Bell Potter in particular illustrates the difficulties that arise in seeking to utilise the class action regime where there is not a neat case of a representation that is said to flow from a single document, such as a prospectus, in identical form to all group members.

The predominance requirement in the U.S. Rules was introduced to prevent such a situation by ensuring that class actions are not maintained in circumstances where there are substantial questions (such as questions of individual reliance) that are only capable of individual resolution. This more stringent test reflects the fact that a class action is an inappropriate vehicle to resolve multiple claims where individual questions have such scope or variety as to overload the action and to frustrate the economies class actions can otherwise deliver.

There is also a risk that unmeritorious individual claims are hidden within the class, and the respondent is put under enormous pressure to settle without those claims being subjected to the kind of scrutiny as would occur had individual proceedings been commenced.

PROPER REPRESENTATION OF GROUP MEMBERS

The class action system relies heavily on the shared interests of the representative applicant and of group members in the resolution of the common questions to ensure that the applicant adequately represents the interests of group members. However, where the common issues do not predominate over individual issues, there is a significant danger that the interests of the applicant and of group members will diverge or conflict.

“Where the common issues do not predominate over individual issues, there is a significant danger that the interests of the applicant and of group members will diverge or conflict.”
For example, if the determination of liability requires the determination of questions of causation at an individual level (as in the Vioxx case referred to above) then it is highly likely that the strength of group members’ claims will vary significantly and will be largely determined by individual issues. Where this is the case, there is a real danger that group members will be prejudiced by tactical or strategic decisions made on their behalf by the applicant. For example, an applicant with a comparatively weaker case may seek to compromise the comparatively stronger claims of group members at an undervalued rate or settle on terms that do not adequately reflect the differing prospects of respective group members. Indeed, the settlement proposed by the applicant in the Vioxx proceedings was found to be neither fair nor reasonable because it failed to account for the varying strengths and weaknesses of group members claims.46

Opportunities For Reform

Representative proceedings should be allowed only where, at an early stage of proceedings, it is clear that common issues of law or fact predominate over individual issues such that they would be substantially dispositive of group members’ claims. Such a reform would ensure the efficient use of Court resources, promote group members’ interests and protect respondents from unmeritorious claims.

This reform could be implemented either as a prerequisite for commencing proceedings by amending the current threshold requirements for the initiation of a class action in section 33C, as a component of a certification procedure or as an additional ground for ordering that a proceeding not continue as a representative proceeding under section 33N. In our view, the preferable course would be for the question of predominance to be determined at a certification hearing with the onus being on the applicant to establish that common questions predominate over individual ones.

“[T]he preferable course would be for the question of predominance to be determined at a certification hearing with the onus being on the applicant to establish that common questions predominate over individual ones.”
The Federal class action regime was designed as an “opt out” system, in which the applicant could represent an open class of group members without any requirement that they take an active step to “opt in” to the proceeding. In many cases, the uncertainties inherent in an open class (how many group members are there? what are their claims worth?) have led the Court to make orders “closing” the class in order to encourage settlement or facilitate settlement distributions.

Class closure orders arguably run counter to the “opt out” model and are not expressly provided for in the current legislation. There is therefore some uncertainty as to the circumstances and form in which they can and should be made. Legislative reform which clearly provided for the making of class closure orders at an appropriate stage in proceedings would give commercial certainty to parties, promote settlements and provide finality in litigation.

"Legislative reform which clearly provided for the making of class closure orders at an appropriate stage in proceedings would give commercial certainty to parties, promote settlements and provide finality in litigation."

The Development of Class Closure Orders

As noted above, the class action regime operates as an “opt out” rather than an “opt in” system. Every person who falls within the class definition contained in the originating process is represented in the proceeding, subject to a right to opt out of the proceeding at a date fixed by the Court prior to the initial trial or settlement approval. There is no requirement that a group member take any active step to opt
in to the proceeding. As a consequence, it is possible that group members may be represented in open-class proceedings of which they are ignorant. In many cases, the total number of group members (and the total value of their claims) will be unknown at commencement even by the representative applicant. This feature of open-class actions in the “opt out” system introduces a very significant degree of uncertainty into representative proceedings and, while the total value of group member claims is at large, it inhibits global settlements and it makes impractical anything other than an essentially open-ended and potentially drawn-out process of individualised assessment and compensation. Respondents understandably do not like (and often cannot obtain authority to settle for) the “open chequebook” style of settlement.

One way in which this uncertainty has been addressed has been the rise of claims involving “closed classes”. In such cases, the group is defined to include all of those who not only share a particular type of claim but who also have retained a specific law firm and/or entered into a funding agreement with a particular funder. After some initial uncertainty as to whether such actions impermissibly subverted the “opt out” model, closed classes have been held to be permissible.48

The commencement of proceedings on behalf of a closed class is a different process from the making of a class closure order. Class closure involves the Court ordering that each group member identify himself or herself by a certain point in time (e.g., by registering as a group member), failing which any subsisting entitlement to damages of the group member may be extinguished or barred.49 Class closure orders have been made in a number of cases50 in reliance on the Court’s general power under section 33ZF of the Act, which empowers the Court to make, of its own motion or on application by a party or a group member, any order the Court thinks appropriate or necessary to ensure that justice is done in the proceeding. Some judges, however, have noted that there is “at least a question as to the power to do so and the appropriateness of doing so”51 and other judges have indicated a reluctance to make such orders at an early stage of proceedings for fear that it subverts the opt-out model.52

Clarifying the Power and Appropriateness of Making Class Closure Orders

In its January 2000 report into the Federal civil justice system, the ALRC noted the practice of making class closure orders and stated that:

“Legislation may be needed to require the Court to close the class at a specified time before judgment. Such a provision would retain the benefits of the opt-out procedure while providing, before judgment, an opt-in arrangement, naming those who receive the benefit in the event of an adverse judgment for the respondents. This will also assist the Court to make an award of damages for the entire class, where that is appropriate. This issue may require immediate legislative amendment to ensure the continuing viability of the Part IVA arrangements.”53

Just such a provision has been adopted in the Victorian class action legislation. Section 33ZG of the Supreme Court Act 1986 (Vic) provides:
Without limiting the operation of section 33ZF, an order made under that section may—

(a) set out a step that group members or a specified class of group members must take to be entitled to—

(i) any relief under section 33Z; or
(ii) any payment out of a fund constituted under section 33ZA; or
(iii) obtain any other benefit arising out of the proceeding—

irrespective of whether the Court has made a decision on liability or there has been an admission by the defendant on liability;

(b) specify a date after which, if the step referred to in paragraph (a) has not been taken by a group member to whom the order applies, the group member is not entitled to any relief or payment or to obtain any other benefit referred to in that paragraph.

Significantly, this provision specifically enables a court to impose such a requirement prior to a judgment or settlement on questions of liability. The introduction of a similar provision into the Federal legislation would provide a certain basis for the making of class closure orders at any stage of proceeding.

To date, class closure orders have been made at various stages of the proceeding, including:

- after opt out notices had been sent,
- after the determination of common issues concerning liability; and
- as part of the approval of settlement,

some without consequence of failure to register and others with a termination of any entitlement to damages absent registration or the provision of appropriate information.

As noted above, however, there has been reluctance to close a class at an early stage of proceedings on the basis that the class action regime requires little or no active involvement by group members. Most recently, in class action proceedings about the risks associated with drugs for the treatment of Parkinson’s disease, the Court declined to make class closure orders despite the fact that all parties supported the proposed orders. The Court held that the respondents had not demonstrated a compelling reason to require the group members to go beyond their essentially passive role to take a positive step in order to close the class. In one of the class actions, the pleadings had not closed, the common questions were not settled, opt-out notices were about to be advertised and the parties had not yet entered into settlement discussions (although the parties saw class closure as a necessary feature of such discussions) and, in those circumstances, the Court concluded that:

“...for the court to impose upon group members a positive requirement to opt-in, at this juncture, would turn on its head the very nature of the opt-out model chosen by the legislature.”

This result was received with some surprise in circumstances where all parties consented to closing the class. The Court did, however, make orders requiring the publication of notices to encourage group members to register with the applicants’ solicitors, but not with threat of sanction.
The Court also indicated that it might be prepared to revisit a class closure application once any settlement discussion was more advanced as at that point “closing the class will be a justifiable step in facilitating the bringing of the proceeding to finality.”

An equally principled approach to the exercise of power under section 33ZF of the Act suggests that the Court should be empowered to close a class at any point in the proceeding:

“The criterion ‘justice is done’, involves consideration of the position of all parties. An order preventing unfairness to a particular party may be necessary to ensure justice is done in the proceeding.”

The ability to make this assessment should be open to the Court at an early stage in proceedings so that, in appropriate cases, early settlement can be sought and substantial costs to the parties and to the Court avoided. The position was well stated recently by the Victorian Supreme Court:

“Ultimately, it is a question of balance and judicial intuition. It requires a determination as to when in the course of a proceeding it is appropriate and in the interests of the group as a whole to require a step to be taken which may promote a prospective settlement as against simply letting the case proceed, perhaps interminably, without requiring group members to lift a finger—even if that course leads to disaster.”

Emphasis should be given to the overarching purpose of the civil procedure rules to facilitate the just resolution of the dispute as quickly, inexpensively and efficiently as possible. This purpose, combined with the Court’s power to make orders of its own motion to ensure that justice is done in the proceeding (pursuant to section 33ZF of the Act), mean that there should be no presumption against class closure orders at a particular stage of proceedings, and no requirement that there be a compelling reason related to the prospect of bringing finality to proceedings whether by settlement or by judgment.

For open-class actions, it is important to the parties to understand the size of the class so they can apply the appropriate resources to the proceeding and determine whether to pursue settlement. It is also relevant to the Court for context as to what is necessary to facilitate the just resolution of the claim at a cost that is proportionate to the importance and complexity of the matters in dispute.

The Court should be specifically empowered to make class closure orders—including prior to the initiation of settlement discussions or proximity of judgment—if the Court considers it to be in the interests of the class as a whole. In making this assessment, the Court should have regard to:

- the point at which the case has reached;
- the attitude of the parties to such a step; and
- the complexity and likely duration of the case.

A determination as to whether class closure orders should be made in a particular class action should be made shortly after certification, such as at a case management conference.
Competing Actions

Parallel and competing class actions are increasing in Australia. Empirical research has shown that close to half of all proceedings commenced under Part IVA in the first 17 years of operation were “related” class actions in that they concerned the same subject matter.65

Where there are multiple class action proceedings in respect of the same subject matter, in addition to the possibility of disparate findings of law or fact being made (a risk also present in unitary proceedings), the underlying objective of the class action regime to promote efficiency in the use of court resources and consistency of outcome in relation to common issues is undermined. Respondents should not have to face multiple actions regarding the same subject matter. Such actions should be consolidated, even if this requires Courts to make difficult decisions regarding which of competing representative applicants and plaintiff law firms should be permitted to proceed.

Difficulties Caused By Competing Class Actions

The phenomenon of multiple class actions is not a new one. Indeed, the possibility of multiple class actions being commenced in relation to the same or similar issues was noted at the time the legislation implementing Part IVA was introduced to Parliament.66

The scale of class actions, however, means that having multiple actions on foot can result in substantial duplication of legal costs and may substantially undermine the goals of efficiency and certainty underlying the class action regime. As Justice Finkelstein of the Federal Court of Australia explained:

“It goes without saying that it is undesirable that multiple actions raising the same or similar issues be tried separately, perhaps before different judges. For one thing, it is undesirable that common issues should be separately litigated since the decisions could be inconsistent. For another, there are obvious efficiencies (both as regards court time and parties’ costs) in having common questions resolved at one time.”67

Similar statements have been made by the United States’ Advisory Committee on Civil Rules and Canada’s Committee on the National Class and Related Interjurisdictional Issues.68
Moreover, the presence of multiple class actions may result in delays to the resolution of proceedings by settlement. A respondent faced with multiple class actions is unlikely to agree to settle a particular proceeding unless it is able to settle all of the class actions against it. Settlement of multiple class actions brought by competing funders and lawyers can involve additional complexities and costs, both to the respondent and to the claimants.

How Related Is Too Related?

While the term “multiple class actions” can be broadly understood to describe representative proceedings concerning the same legal dispute brought by different lawyers, there are a number of possible incarnations, which give rise to different concerns.

The scenario that is most problematic is that of directly competing class actions, in which actions are commenced on behalf of the same class of claimants in respect of the same legal dispute. Where one or more of the class actions is commenced as an open-class proceeding, such a situation can result in the same persons falling within the group definition (and therefore being a group member) in both class actions. In unitary proceedings, such a situation would constitute an abuse of process and one or more actions would be struck out. In class action practice, it is essential that a similar result be achieved, having regard to the overarching purpose of the Act to facilitate the just resolution of disputes as quickly, cheaply and efficiently as possible.

Competing class actions of this type are particularly concerning because the “race” to file for the same claimants may lead to inadequately prepared and particularised proceedings, or, at the more extreme end of the spectrum, proceedings commenced without the authority of the named claimant being filed. This is not a theoretical risk. Recent examples of competing class actions include:

- Two class actions commenced regarding continuous disclosure allegations against Nufarm, in which one proceeding was commenced in December 2010 and the second proceeding was filed in January 2011.
- Two class actions commenced against OZ Minerals in 2009 and 2010, again alleging breaches of the continuous disclosure regime.
- Recently, a Melbourne solicitor acting through an investment vehicle (Melbourne City Investments Pty Ltd) has commenced representative proceedings against a number of ASX listed respondents in circumstances where another law firm had already made public statements that it was preparing to launch class actions against the same companies. As a result, at present there are two class actions on foot against Leighton Holdings and the prospect of two class actions against Treasury Wine Estates.

In these circumstances, it is critical that the Court is able to conduct an assessment of which vehicle is best placed to take the claims of group members forward. As Justice Merkel stated in relation to the Longford gas explosion class action:

“Where there are several representative proceedings it will be incumbent on the Court to determine which of those proceedings should be permitted to proceed... Thus, at an early
directions hearing, questions of vexation and oppression can...be considered by the Court.

In my view... an approach which would, prima facie, treat any subsequent proceedings as vexatious and oppressive would not be in accordance with principle, authority or the object of the statutory scheme to ‘enhance access to justice, reduce the costs of proceeding and promote efficiency in the use of court resources.’

The second multiple class action scenario that arises is often referred to as remaindering. This describes situations where:

- a first class action is commenced by one law firm using a closed class, defined by reference to persons who have executed funding agreements with a particular third party litigation funder or retainer agreements with the law firm; and

- another law firm (sometimes in combination with a different funder) commences an open-class action seeking to pick up everyone else, raising the same issues against the same defendants, but with a different representative applicant.

A recent example of remaindering is the three class actions filed against the Centro Group. Maurice Blackburn commenced two closed-class actions with Richard Kirby as the representative claimant: one against Centro Properties Limited/CPT Manager Limited, and another against Centro Retail Limited/Centro MCS Manager Limited. The class was defined by reference to each group member having entered into a litigation funding agreement (with IMF (Australia) Ltd, now Bentham IMF Ltd). Some two years later, Slater & Gordon commenced an open-class action funded by Comprehensive Legal Funding LLC, with Nicholas Vlachos, Monatex Pty Ltd and Ramon Franco as the representative claimants, naming all four Centro entities as respondents. These proceedings mirrored the initial actions, but defined the class by excluding those group members in the Kirby class actions. After some initial judicial consternation, all of the actions were allowed to proceed.

The third scenario that can arise is where there are interrelated class actions - separate class actions against different defendants that raise similar issues. Examples include:

- the ongoing bank fees litigation, in which the class action against the Australia and New Zealand Banking Group (ANZ) raises the same issues (fees charged by banks to their customers which are said to be penalties) as proceedings against a number of other banks, including the National Australia Bank, the Commonwealth Bank, and Westpac Banking Corporation; and

- numerous class actions commenced against banks in relation to the collapse of Storm Financial.

Existing Mechanisms

The Court has a general power under which it can order that proceedings be consolidated, heard together, heard immediately after one another or stayed until the determination of any one of the other proceedings.
While this power has been used sparingly, examples of each mechanism can be identified in class action practice, such as:

- in the *Nufarm* proceedings, in which the different plaintiff firms were ordered to cooperate and granted leave to represent the plaintiffs jointly, and the two proceedings were formally consolidated;
- in the *Esso Longford Gas* proceedings, in which the two law firms agreed to jointly conduct one proceeding;
- in the *Centro* proceedings, which were heard together;
- in the *OZ Minerals* proceedings, in which the two class actions were jointly managed in the docket of the one judge. Notably, the discovery given in the first commenced class action was ordered to be given in the second filed action almost immediately after it was filed; and
- in the *bank fees* class action, where class actions against the other banks have been stayed pending the outcome of the proceedings against ANZ (judgment at first instance was handed down in February 2014, now under appeal).

Where two class actions are running simultaneously, there can be a significant effect on costs. While one plaintiff law firm has stated that legal fees in class actions average around 12 percent, this can differ significantly. For example, in the *Centro* proceedings (described above), the lawyers in the last-commenced class action received as court-approved fees approximately 20 percent of the $50 million settlement sum payable to group members in that proceeding, while the firm which commenced the original class action received 14 percent of the $150 million settlement sum. The legal costs in total exceeded $30 million or 15% of the settlement of $200 million. There is no doubt that legal costs would have been lower if one law firm had represented the entire class.

Absent consolidation, other inefficiencies may occur—for example, the degree of commonality between the proceedings diverges, the plaintiff lawyers engage in different tactics or interlocutory applications, or one action lags behind the other. The use of a stay of proceedings pending judgment in related proceedings may have the consequence that respondents continue to incur reputational damage by virtue of the proceedings remaining on foot, while the

“For example, in the Centro proceedings, the lawyers in the last-commenced class action received as court-approved fees approximately 20 percent of the $50 million settlement sum payable to group members in that proceeding, while the firm which commenced the original class action received 14 percent of the $150 million settlement sum. The legal costs in total exceeded $30 million or 15% of the settlement of $200 million.”
respondent whose proceeding is chosen to go forward is forced to bear the majority of legal costs (with subsequent proceedings being able to “piggy back” on particular rulings made in the first set of proceedings).

**Options For Reform**

Some commentators have promoted reform by clarifying the Court’s discretionary powers to manage class action proceedings. Section 33ZF of the Act empowers the Court to make any order it considers appropriate or necessary to ensure that justice is done in the proceedings. Justice Finkelstein has noted that this power is “certainly wide enough to permit the court to regulate how multiple class actions should be conducted.”

Clarity on if and how this provision is to be used in relation to multiple class actions, either by way of judicial or legislative guidance, would assist in preventing problems of inefficiency arising from competing class actions. Such an approach would require Courts take a proactive approach in exercising discretionary powers to manage proceedings.

For truly competing class actions, the preferable approach to reform would involve the consolidation of the proceedings and the appointment of a single law firm to represent the combined class going forward. The questions of consolidation and case management could be determined at a certification hearing.

While it is possible for there to be separate legal representation of representative applicants, this should be allowed only rarely given the inevitable adverse effect on the legal costs of the proceedings. While this may involve some hard choices by the Court as to who is better placed to continue the class action, effectively overriding the freedom of group members to choose their legal counsel, the usual position in our courts is that only one law firm may represent a plaintiff. The Court could consider;

- the evidence establishing support for the proceedings being conducted by one plaintiff law firm or another (include the time and effort already expended on investigating and preparing the claim); and
- whether the resources of the firms are sufficient to efficiently conduct the proceeding and adequately represent the interests of the group members.

Alternatively, the Court should make it clear that only one set of costs will be allowed, and double handling disallowed.

In respect of the other kinds of multiple class actions, these should be ordered wherever possible to proceed together using existing docket management mechanisms, as outlined above.

As Justice Merkel stated in his decision relating to the multiple Longford gas explosion proceedings:

“It is in the public interest that consideration be given to such matters in a case such as the present if the Court is required to select which of several different proceedings before the Court is to continue as a representative action under Pt IVA.”
Scrutiny of Settlements

The vast majority of the representative proceedings commenced in the Federal Court have ended in settlement rather than judgment. The current legislation requires that settlements must be approved by the Court, but contains few other provisions addressing the mode or form of settlement and approval. The vast majority of settlements put forward have received Court approval.

Although it has been almost 22 years since the class action legislation commenced, there are still uncertainties in the approval of settlements. This section addresses three areas:

(a) the permissible scope of settlements;

(b) settlements which discriminate as between group members; and

(c) the approval of legal costs.

Permissible Scope of Settlements

While the Act provides that a representative proceeding may not be settled without approval of the Court, the Act does not otherwise address the scope of the representative applicant’s authority to enter into settlements binding upon group members. This is of particular concern in cases where:

- the proposed settlement contains releases going beyond the claims advanced in the proceedings (e.g., releases in favour of non-parties or of claims arising from non-pleaded facts);

- the settlement deals with issues beyond the scope of the common questions; or

- the settlement treats various group members differently from one another, with certain group members’ claims released for no compensation.
The representative applicant represents group members in respect of the common issues. While the Court has power to make awards of damages for group members, including both in the aggregate and for individual group members, it is not clear that this power extends to individual issues for group members who are absent. In fact, the Act expressly contemplates that an individual group member would need to appear in the action for their individual issues to be determined. This legislative gap introduces a degree of commercial uncertainty concerning the efficacy of such settlements.

In some cases, respondents have sought to address this uncertainty by requiring that group members participating in the settlement provide individual releases or by seeking indemnities from the representative applicant (or their funder). These are solutions that add cost and complexity to settlements. Other litigants place their faith in the general power in s33ZF of the Act to “make any order the Court thinks appropriate or necessary to ensure that justice is done in the proceeding.” Australia has not yet seen significant collateral litigation concerning the efficacy of approved class action settlements as has occurred in other jurisdictions, despite the existence of a right on the part of group members to independently appeal judgments in the proceeding. As approval applications are often unopposed, the Court is generally deprived of the benefit of hearing conflicting arguments. This is of particular significance where a settlement is put forward which treats individual or subsets of group members on a differential basis. For example, several recent settlement applications have given rise to consideration as to extent to which subsets of group members who have entered into funding agreements may be treated differently to those who have not:

- In the representative proceeding against Macquarie Bank arising out of the collapse of Storm Financial, the intervention of ASIC, and its pursuit of an appeal, caused an unfairly discriminatory proposed settlement not to be approved (as noted above, it was
openly recognised by the applicant that settlement would have delivered a 42 percent recovery to one set of group members (who were funding the class action), but only an 18 percent recovery to others).\textsuperscript{85}

- In the \textit{GPT} class action, the Court rejected a settlement proposal which would have seen commission paid to the TPLF provider in respect of settlement amounts allocated to non-funded group members, on the basis that it would have delivered the funder an amount greater than that to which it was contractually entitled.\textsuperscript{86} The Court noted, however, that it would (and later did) approve a mechanism by which the funder received the contracted for amount but the liability to pay that commission was borne equally by funded and unfunded group members (commonly referred to as an equalisation factor).\textsuperscript{87}

Group members who may be prejudiced by a discriminatory settlement will often lack the incentive or resources necessary to object to the settlement in Court. In the absence of such objection, or the timely intervention of an interested regulator to act as contradictor, it is unrealistic and unfair to expect that even the most diligent of Courts will be able to consistently identify unfairly discriminatory treatment. As intervention of that kind is exceptionally rare, unrepresented group members are therefore vulnerable to discriminatory treatment in class action settlements.

This vulnerability is enhanced where a TPLF provider is involved. Most funding arrangements give a degree of control over the litigation to the TPLF providers, which can extend to consideration of settlement proposals. In such a situation, and particularly where the TPLF and plaintiff law firm have a continuing relationship, there may be a conflict between the interests of funded group members, unfunded group members and the TPLF provider that could test the plaintiff lawyer’s ‘undivided’ loyalty to their client.\textsuperscript{88}

\begin{quote}
\textbf{Most funding arrangements give a degree of control over the litigation to TPLF providers, which can extend to consideration of settlement proposals. In such a situation, and particularly where the TPLF and plaintiff law firm have a continuing relationship, there may be a conflict between the interests of funded group members, unfunded group members and the TPLF provider that could test the plaintiff lawyer’s ‘undivided’ loyalty to their client.}
\end{quote}
This problem should be addressed by:

(a) requiring that adequate notice and disclosure of differential treatment of group members be given;

(b) expressly specifying that an obligation of candour is imposed upon an applicant proposing a settlement akin to that applying to *ex parte* hearings, under which the solicitors for the representative applicants must show the utmost fairness and good faith, and see that all relevant matters, whether for or against the application, are brought to the attention of the Court;89

(c) expanding the circumstances in which the Court can appoint a sub-group representative under section 33Q of the Act to extend to settlement issues; and

(d) consideration by the Court to appointing an *amicus curiae* or litigation guardian to represent the interests of group members and to order that their costs be paid out of the settlement amount.

**Scrutiny of Costs**

Proposed class action settlements invariably provide that the applicant’s legal costs be paid out of the settlement amount in priority to any distribution to group members. This requires the Court to consider whether the amount to be paid in respect of costs is fair and reasonable. As settlement hearings are generally unopposed, the Court is entirely reliant upon the information put forward by the applicant’s lawyers in support of the reasonableness of their own costs. Moreover, those lawyers will have an interest in that question directly conflicting with the interests of group members as any reduction in the amount payable in respect of costs will typically inure to the benefit of group members.

In the vast majority of class action settlements, the Court has approved the proposed costs sum without any reduction. However, in the *GPT* class action, the Court was not satisfied by the evidence put forward by the applicant’s solicitors and referred the matter to a registrar for assessment of the applicant’s costs. This ultimately resulted in the approved costs being some $770,000 less than the amount originally claimed.90

Greater scrutiny of the costs claimed by the applicant’s lawyers would deliver greater returns to group members and would ensure that proceedings are conducted with the greatest efficiency. The Court should be empowered to appoint an independent expert to assess any claimed costs, with the costs of that expert to be borne out of the settlement amount.
The Burden of Discovery

In common law systems such as Australia, parties to a dispute are dependent on their own investigative processes to gather evidence relevant to their dispute. Discovery is a court-based process which allows the parties to the litigation to obtain and/or inspect documents and other information held by the opposing party that are relevant to the issues in dispute.

Providing discovery to class action plaintiffs is, however, expensive and time-consuming for respondents, and is often the single largest cost in corporate litigation.\(^9^1\) Too frequently, broadly-pleaded claims are used to justify expansive requests for discovery, the results of which then form the basis of amendments to pleadings to reflect the information gathered.

For example, recently the Victorian Supreme Court faced an application from an applicant for discovery of the respondent’s share register in respect of a class action alleging a failure by the respondent to comply with its continuous disclosure obligations at a particular point in time, and misleading or deceptive conduct. Counsel for the applicant admitted that the discovery was sought to determine whether there was an earlier breach of a disclosure obligation. In that instance, the Court accepted the respondent’s contention that the proposed order, if made, had the potential to require a very expensive, protracted and disruptive search by the respondent in advance of general discovery:

> “Discovery for that purpose, at this stage of the proceeding, is fishing for a cause of action and impermissible.”\(^9^3\)

As has been done in relation to commercial disputes in the Equity Division of the Supreme Court of New South Wales, the obligation to provide discovery in relation to

“A person who has no evidence that fish of a particular kind are in a pool desires to be at liberty to drag it for the purpose of finding out whether there are any or not.”\(^9^2\)

– Justice Owen, Judge of the Supreme Court of New South Wales
the substantive issues should not as a matter of course be imposed upon respondents to class actions until after plaintiffs have filed both a statement of claim and supporting evidence. This would enable disputes to be narrowed, or even settled, before the burdensome and expensive task of discovery is undertaken.

Beyond Judicial Management

One option is to increase judicial management of discovery. As Justice Vickery stated extra-judicially:

“[Discovery] is not only amenable to case management, but arguably cannot function effectively without it.” 94

This concern is shared with other judicial officers well practiced in the management of large-scale class actions. As Justice Finkelstein noted in a paper prepared for the Federal Court, and cited by the ALRC in its 2011 report Managing Discovery: Discovery of Documents in Federal Courts:

“The key to discovery reform lies in active and aggressive judicial case management of the process. The most effective cure for spiralling costs and voluminous productions of documents is increased judicial willingness to just say no.” 95

The ALRC made a significant number of recommendations in its paper with a view to ensuring that the cost and time required for discovery is proportionate to the matters in dispute, limiting the overuse of discovery, reducing the expense of discovery and ensuring that key documents relevant to the issues in dispute are identified as early as possible. The key recommendations related to the ability to order the preparation of a discovery plan, as well as the use of existing procedures to enable the production and inspection of documents prior to formal discovery on a broader scale. Importantly, the ALRC specifically stated that its recommendations were “designed to encourage the judiciary to take a more robust approach to the existing powers to control discovery.” 96

In 2012, amendments to the Act took effect which permit the Court to order that the party requesting discovery pay in advance for some or all of the estimated costs of discovery or give security for the payment of the cost of discovery, as well as making an order specifying the maximum cost that may be recovered for making discovery or giving inspection.97 Further, in conjunction with the release of the revised Federal Court Rules, the Federal Court issued a new Practice Note with the aim of “eliminating or reducing the burden of discovery.” 98

That Practice Note:

• provides that the Court will not order discovery as a matter of course and only if necessary for the determination of issues in the particular case; and

• requires parties to address the Court as to why discovery is necessary and whether its stated purpose can be achieved by less expensive means, or by limited or tailored document production.

While these are positive developments, the practice varies across individual judges. While courts have discretion to limit discovery through proactive case management, there is still a deeply ingrained tendency to regard discovery as a necessary evil in most cases. We think that the Court could go further and move to a
starting position that discovery be deferred until after evidence has been filed, and then give active consideration to whether it is still required. The presumption should be that discovery not be granted until the issues in dispute are clearly delineated.

As such, discovery in class action proceedings should be modelled on “disclosure” in the Equity Division of the New South Wales Supreme Court (the Equity Division). Since release of the Practice Note Disclosure in the Equity Division on 22 March 2012, parties to litigation in the Equity Division must generally file their statements of claim and serve evidence before an order for discovery is granted. Only where there are “exceptional circumstances necessitating” will the Court make an order for disclosure of documents before the parties have served their evidence.

Even after evidence is served, an order for discovery remains discretionary. The Court will only make a discovery order where it is “necessary for the resolution of the real issues in dispute”. The parties must support their applications for orders for discovery with an affidavit setting out:

- The reason why discovery is necessary for the resolution of the real issues in dispute in the proceedings;
- The classes of documents in respect of which discovery is sought; and
- The likely cost of such discovery (based on correspondence between the parties).

The Practice Note envisages that the vast majority of proceedings will be conducted commencing with the plaintiff’s service of the evidence including documents on which it relies, followed by the respondent’s service of the evidence including the documents on which it relies, so that the real issues in proceedings are confined not only by the pleadings but also by the evidence.101

Benefits For Parties and the Courts

Orders for discovery made after the parties have served their evidence ensure that discovery is focussed on the key issues remaining in dispute. As Justice Judd of the Victorian Supreme Court noted in the shareholder class action case referred to above:

“Responsible limits must be placed upon the discovery obligation. That will not be possible in the absence of a much more precise definition of issues.”102

Precise issue definition is only feasible where the statement of claim pleads a cause of action against the respondent “with sufficient clarity to enable the defendant and the court to assess the viability of each cause of action, and the defendant to plead a responsive case that will expose the real issues for trial”.103

There are important similarities in the discovery regimes in both the Federal Court and the Equity Division:

- both require consideration of whether the discovery in question is necessary; and
- both seek to proactively reduce the burden of discovery.

Although the existing Federal Court practice note on discovery asks whether discovery is necessary “to facilitate the just resolution
of the proceeding as quickly, inexpensively and efficiently as possible, “the Equity Division more specifically focuses on “the just, quick and cheap resolution of the real issues in dispute in the proceedings.”

By requiring parties to prepare and file their evidence prior to discovery, thereby honing the issues in dispute in proceedings, the Court will be able to make discovery orders that are more confined and specifically tailored to only those issues. As a result, it will significantly reduce the cost and burden on respondents. This is not to say that there should be no mechanism available to prospective claimants to address any information asymmetry. For example:

• if representative applicants are lacking material necessary to determine if they have a viable cause of action, they should be able to avail themselves of the existing mechanisms for preliminary discovery, a process that would continue even if the approach of the Equity Division were adopted for class actions.

• if a genuine need can be established for discovery prior to evidence, such as to support expert evidence, such an order can still be sought by means of application to the Court.

Three clear benefits flow from this more restrictive approach to orders for discovery:

First, the requirement that evidence be filed with (or shortly after) the statement of claim would serve to slow the race to be “first to file” proceedings or “seize jurisdiction” in relation to a particular subject matter, as adequate preparatory work would need to be undertaken prior to filing. This approach will also enhance the ability of a respondent to respond to the claim in a more meaningful way (rather than bare allegations being met with bare denials), as the parameters of the dispute should be more clearly delineated.

Second, narrowing the matters that are really in issue at an early stage facilitates and encourages frank discussions about settlement and prospects for success. Parties who are forced by the courts to evaluate their causes of action and evidence before discovery are more likely to be realistic about the way forward.

Third, the documents ultimately discovered are fewer in number and of greater relevance. Clear and limited classes reduce the burden on the party that provides discovery by reducing the number of relevant documents, and are similarly cheaper and faster to review for the party that seeks discovery, which should reduce costs and delay.

“By requiring parties to prepare and file their evidence prior to discovery, thereby honing the issues in dispute in proceedings, the Court will be able to make discovery orders that are more confined and specifically tailored to only those issues. As a result, it will significantly reduce the cost and burden on respondents.”
TPLF plays an important and controversial role in class actions in Australia, as outlined in previous publications110 One such controversy merits particular attention in the context of class action reforms. During the past year, law firms have themselves sought to provide litigation funding. Recently revealed details about how plaintiff law firm Maurice Blackburn’s funding arm, Claims Funding Australia, is structured enables the development to be critically examined and questioned.

Circumventing Protections

In April 2013, Claims Funding Australia Pty Ltd (CFA) sought approval from the Federal Court to co-fund a class action being run by Maurice Blackburn. CFA was effectively created by Maurice Blackburn and the entities had the following links (see Figure 1):

- CFA is the corporate trustee of the Claims Funding Australia Trust (CFA Trust), and the beneficiaries of that trust are the principals and partners of Maurice Blackburn.

- An employee of Maurice Blackburn and a principal of Maurice Blackburn hold the sole shares in CFA on trust for Maurice Blackburn.

This is an area ripe for abuse and the [former] government has let the grass grow under its feet in not identifying and anticipating the extent to which abuses and opportunistic claims are being brought.

– Attorney General George Brandis111
• One of CFA’s three directors is a principal of Maurice Blackburn.

• Principals of Maurice Blackburn interviewed and appointed the manager of the CFA Trust.

• Maurice Blackburn lent money to CFA for the purpose of funding litigation.

Figure 1: Ownership / Control Structure of CFA

Links between plaintiff law firms and TPLF providers are not new; however, the CFA development went one step further. Until January this year, CFA was set to fund two class actions in which Maurice Blackburn was also acting, and was considering funding two additional class actions as well as individual actions.  

There were legitimate concerns that permitting Maurice Blackburn to act in class actions funded by CFA:

• allowed Maurice Blackburn to effectively obtain contingency fees in such class actions, which are otherwise prohibited; and

• involved the risk that conflicts of interest would arise between Maurice Blackburn’s financial interest in the funder, the outcome of the class action on the one hand, and its duty to its clients on the other.

**CONTINGENCY FEES**

One issue to be considered by the Federal Court was whether the relationship between Maurice Blackburn and CFA contravened legal professional obligations regarding the charging of contingency fees in NSW, where the class action proceedings had been filed. The *Legal Profession Act 2004* (NSW) (LPA), and similar legislation in the other states and territories, currently prohibit solicitors from charging contingency fees.
By providing CFA with a percentage of any award or settlement, the funding arrangement effectively gave the principals of Maurice Blackburn a financial interest in the litigation. Maurice Blackburn maintained that the proposal to fund class actions in which it was acting through CFA does not breach the LPA. The Legal Services Commissioners of NSW, Queensland and Victoria, however, made a joint submission to the Federal Court raising concerns.115

As part of the current Productivity Commission inquiry into Access to Justice, a number of law firms have made submissions proposing the removal of the current prohibition on the charging of contingency fees on the basis that it will enhance access to justice. The Commission is expected to release its draft report in April 2014 with the final report to government to be issued in September 2014.116 Whether or not arrangements such as that between CFA and Maurice Blackburn are deemed to wrongly circumvent bans on contingency fees, the arrangement illustrates the potential for conflicts of interest to arise.

**CONFLICTS OF INTEREST**

New regulations came into effect from 12 July 2013 in relation to the management of conflicts of interest by litigation funders, making failure to adopt adequate procedures for managing conflicts an offence under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth).117 These requirements are additional to those contained in the various state and territory solicitors’ rules which, for those applying the new Australian Solicitors’ Conduct Rules, provide that a solicitor must not act for a client where there is a conflict between the duty to serve the best interests of a client and the interests of the solicitor or an associate of the solicitor.118

Notwithstanding these requirements, real concerns remain as to whether it is possible as a practical matter to manage conflicts of interest where the law firm associated with the funder is also acting in the class action being funded. It is only by ensuring that the law firm cannot act for clients in class actions funded by a related funding entity that the issue will be wholly resolved, as it will remove any interest of the law firm in the funder’s “contingency fee”, and removing the alignment of economic interests between the firm and the funder.

**Real concerns remain as to whether it is possible as a practical matter to manage conflicts of interest where the law firm associated with the funder is also acting in the class action being funded.**
A RESULT

On 29 January 2014, CFA discontinued its approval application in the Federal Court. Maurice Blackburn explained the rationale for the discontinuance as follows:

“The new Commonwealth Attorney-General has plainly stated that he is proposing to introduce further regulation of litigation funding and that he is strongly opposed to litigation funding companies, that are owned by the principals of law firms, funding lawsuits in which that law firm represents the claimants.

In these circumstances it seems likely that even if Court approval were obtained the co-funding arrangement will be prohibited by regulation. This situation has led Claims Funding Australia to withdraw its application to the Court for approval of the co-funding model.”

For the reasons set out above, the discontinuance of CFA’s co-funding arrangements should be welcomed. However, arrangements of this nature highlight the need for further government oversight of litigation funding including its connection to legal representation. Without such oversight, funders and plaintiff law firms will continue to find novel approaches to funding and managing class actions for financial benefit, which may rightly attract similar concerns. Two such concerning approaches are outlined below.

Innovation One: Court “Appointed” Funders

In Australia, funders generally pay the legal costs and expenses of running a class action as well as agreeing to meet any adverse costs order against the representative applicant. They do this in return for a portion of any settlement sum or judgment (usually 25 percent to 45 percent) received by group members who have signed up to a funding agreement with the funder. Thus, ordinarily, funders’ entitlements are contractual in nature, and based in the relevant group members consent to the funding agreement. Funders often used closed classes to prevent unfunded group members from “getting a free ride”. They do this by confining the class to individuals who have signed a funding agreement.

International Litigation Funding Partners Lté (ILFP) is attempting to change the basis of a funder’s right to part of any settlement sum or judgment. In Inabu Pty Ltd v Leighton Holdings Limited (Leighton class action) the applicant, represented by Maurice Blackburn, has applied to the Federal Court to formally “appoint” a funder of the proceedings. The Leighton class action commenced by Maurice Blackburn is an open class. This means that all persons falling within the class definition are group members, unless they “opt out”. An application has been brought seeking court orders:

- appointing ILFP as the funder of the proceedings; and
- entitling ILFP to be paid its costs, expenses and remuneration.
While funding agreements are subject to general prohibitions on misleading and deceptive conduct and on unconscionable or unfair contracts, this is the first time an application of this nature has been made. The application is in stark contrast to the usual position adopted by TPLF providers stating that they have merely a private contractual arrangement with group members, which places them outside the bounds of court or government oversight.

Ordinarily a court does not have a role in what is effectively appointing a funder and there are serious questions as to:

1. Whether the Federal Court has the power to make such an order;
2. If it has such power, whether such coercive powers should be used to impose financial relationships between the non-party funder and absent group members; and
3. What recourse would be available to group members who oppose the appointment of a TPLF provider (either when the appointment is made, or after notice is given); and what their recourse would be if they wish to pursue “breach of contract” claims against the funder at later date for funder misconduct, when they are not in a contractual relationship with the funder.

In all of these circumstances it is all the more surprising that no order has been made in the Leighton class action (under s 33X of the Act) that group members be given notice of the application and an opportunity to be heard as to the justice of the proposal or whether the funding arrangement is fair and reasonable, given the potentially profound effect on their legal rights. The application is listed for hearing on 23 April 2014.

If these orders are made it will radically change the nature of funders’ rights to draw their revenue from any settlement or judgment. Funders have typically preferred “closed classes”, in which the group members have all signed up to the funding agreement, as this provides them with certainty, and prevents “free riders” from obtaining a benefit from the class action without promising to contribute the funder’s premium. If the present application is successful, ILFP’s costs, expenses and remuneration will presumably be drawn from any settlement or judgment sum to which group members are entitled, irrespective of whether those group members have entered into a funding agreement with ILFP. Such rights will no longer arise by agreement, and thereby the consent, of individual group members, but will be mandated by the court, regardless of whether the group members agree or consent. This will also remove the disadvantages of the open class model to funders, and may increase the number of potential class actions that will be attractive to funders, as they will no longer need to rely entirely upon those who voluntarily sign up for their returns.

Innovation Two: Lawyers As Group Members

The second concern arises in relation to class actions whereby the lawyer representing the class is also a class member in their own right and acts as lead plaintiff. This concern has exacerbated recently as, over recent months, Melbourne
solicitor Mark Elliott—the sole director and shareholder of Melbourne City Investments (MCI)—has commenced class action proceedings in the name of his company against each of Leighton Holdings, Treasury Wine Estates and WorleyParsons and is acting as solicitor on the record in each proceeding.

While lawyers cannot be prevented from acting for themselves (despite the adage that one who is his own lawyer has a fool for a client), there are real concerns about potential conflicts of interest given that:

- Mr. Elliott through MCI purports to represent other group members through MCI’s role as lead plaintiff, and controls the conduct of the proceeding with the ability to bind group members in the result;
- Mr. Elliott owes no fiduciary obligations to any other group members as there is no lawyer-client relationship between them. Rather, he has a duty to act in the best interests of MCI as his client (that is, in his own best interests);
- MCI (and through it Mr. Elliott) has the opportunity, as the driving force of the litigation, to seek reimbursement for time and cost expended in acting as representative party beyond its pro rata share of any judgment of settlement, and
- The proceedings have been commenced as open-class actions, representing persons who are unaware of the existence of the proceeding or the interrelationship of the key players.

Allowing a lawyer to represent group members, whilst being such a member, heightens the risk of conflict of interests between the lawyer’s particular interests in the class action, and the interests of other group members. For example, if the lawyer’s claim is relatively weak, it is in his or her interest to agree to apportion settlement funds in a way that does not account for that weakness. Obviously that interest conflicts with the interests of those group members with relatively stronger claims.

Lawyers have a duty of utmost loyalty to their clients, and they must avoid any conflict of interest. As such, consideration should be given to whether in such circumstances an alternate representative applicant would better represent the interests of group members as a whole, such that a presumption to that effect ought to be introduced.
Oversight Required

With the expansion of the business of litigation funding in Australia, novel approaches are being taken in relation to managing and funding class actions. Appropriate legislation is required to address the real concerns that arise in relation to the propriety of such approaches, as outlined above.

Until such oversight is implemented, the door is open to funders and plaintiff law firms to exercise creativity in devising new structures for the conduct of class actions so as to circumvent the prohibition on contingency fees and to share in the substantial returns enjoyed by third party funders, regardless of concerns surrounding them.¹²⁵
Conclusion

After 21 years of procedural development, it is now apparent that reform of the Australian class action model is required to ensure that it continues to meet its objectives of providing for the efficient resolution of multiple claims sharing common issues, increasing access to justice for small claimants and safeguarding the interests of group members and respondents alike.

The types of claims being brought, and the means by which they are being run and being funded, mean that the use of ad hoc approaches to practical issues in the management of class actions risks inconsistent results unless the regime is improved to meet these new challenges.

Most significantly, the introduction of a class certification process would not only reduce cost, but also:

- protect group members and respondents alike from the dangers of inappropriate actions being commenced and run;
- allow the timely assessment of whether the commonality of issues amongst the class is sufficient, and ensure that there is a proper basis for the allegations made; and
- permit the Court to determine at an early stage how competing class actions should be dealt with.

Further reforms to provide a consistent approach as to the basis for, appropriate nature of and timing of class closure orders is also warranted so as to facilitate the early resolution of proceedings.

Discovery reforms are also needed to narrow and facilitate efficient resolution of class actions disputes. The burdensome and expensive obligation to provide discovery should not be imposed upon respondents to class actions until after the plaintiffs have filed both a statement of claim and supporting evidence.

Each of these reforms will be supported by greater clarity governing the judicial approval of settlements and, in particular, the Court’s powers to approve settlements which go beyond common issues and extinguish the rights of class members.
Finally, a comprehensive approach needs to be taken to the funding of litigation by lawyers to protect the interests of group members and to ensure that the present prohibition on contingency fees is not circumvented.

These reforms could be carried out either by targeted amendments or as part of a broader and more comprehensive review and reform of class action procedure in Australia. In either case, the implementation of such reforms would ensure that class action regimes live up to the original objectives of providing an efficient class action procedure, which increases claimants’ access to justice while protecting all parties from the dangers of inappropriate or abusive actions.
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